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Abstract
Aerosol Jet Printing (AJP) is an emerging contactless direct write approach aimed at the production of fine features on a wide
range of substrates. Originally developed for the manufacture of electronic circuitry, the technology has been explored for a range
of applications, including, active and passive electronic components, actuators, sensors, as well as a variety of selective chemical
and biological responses. Freeform deposition, coupled with a relatively large stand-off distance, is enabling researchers to
produce devices with increased geometric complexity compared to conventional manufacturing or more commonly used direct
write approaches. Wide material compatibility, high resolution and independence of orientation have provided novelty in a
number of applications when AJP is conducted as a digitally driven approach for integrated manufacture. This overview of
the technology will summarise the underlying principles of AJP, review applications of the technology and discuss the hurdles to
more widespread industry adoption. Finally, this paper will hypothesise where gains may be realised through this assistive
manufacturing process.
Keywords Aerosol jet . Hybrid manufacture . Micro-manufacturing . Printed electronics . Direct write

1 Introduction
Direct write covers a range of processes that can selectively
deposit material to produce freeform patterns. These processes
are often investigated for the production of conductive traces
[1–3]; however, the capabilities of direct write are being increasingly explored for the deposition of other functional
[4–6] and structural inks [7–9]. Digitally driven and independent of orientation, direct write techniques are attractive for
applications desiring conformity and design flexibility [10].
The high-value sectors of aerospace and healthcare provide
significant motivation; however, as technologies mature, they
are likely to be adopted more widely as engineers seek new
functionality alongside improved performance and packaging.
The diversity of applications provides a significant incentive
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for the development of capable direct-write processes. This
opportunity was recognised in the DARPA-funded MICE
(Mesoscale Integrated Conformal Electronics) project in the
late 1990s, which aimed to develop manufacturing processes
capable of depositing a range of materials on to virtually any
substrate [11]. The outcome was the development of a number
of deposition mechanisms, most notably the Aerosol Jet and
Nanojet systems that have since been commercialised by
Optomec Inc. and Integrated Deposition Systems (IDS), respectively. The first research publications featuring Aerosol
Jet Printing (AJP) began to emerge around 2001–2002 [12].
AJP (Fig. 1) introduced new capabilities to direct write
through its use of a directed aerosol stream to provide consistent deposition at nozzle–substrate offsets of 1–5 mm [13].
This approach enables the patterning of more complex surfaces, which was well illustrated through the deposition of a
spiral pattern on the surface of a golf ball [14]. For an assistive
manufacturing technology—one that is intended to be used as
part of a greater, hybrid manufacturing process—this flexibility simplifies control, accommodates less precise articulation
and enables patterning on surfaces that cannot be reached by
physical nozzles. This combination greatly simplifies process
integration when compared with other direct write
technologies.
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An ideal aerosol would be monodispersed, highly dense
and contain droplets with sufficient inertia to be impacted on
the substrate. Droplets must not be so large that they negatively affect the minimum feature size or cause nozzle clogging.
Aerosolization is achieved through the application of either
ultrasonic or pneumatic atomisation. The ultrasonic atomiser
produces highly uniform aerosols; however, it is limited to
inks with viscosities in the range of 1–10 cp. The pneumatic
approach enables the atomisation of materials with a viscosity
up to 1000 cp [20], but it sacrifices the uniformity, or monodispersity, of the aerosol that is produced and requires extra
flow refinement steps before deposition.

2.1 Ultrasonic atomisation
Fig. 1 An overview of AJP: (1) aerosol generation using either ultrasonic
or pneumatic atomiser, (2) introduction of a carrier gas to transport the
aerosol, (3) transportation and refinement, (4) focussing and (5)
deposition and (6) computer-controlled translation of the substrate

In theory, any material that can be suspended within an
aerosol is compatible with the AJP technique. Commercial
systems use ultrasonic or pneumatic atomisation to generate
an aerosol from inks with viscosities that range from 1 to
1000 cp. Tolerance of a wide range of materials presents opportunities beyond competing inkjet technologies, which are
often limited to viscosities below 20 cp. Examples of materials
deposited using AJP range from silver inks [15] and ceramics
[16] to biological matter, such as proteins and strands of DNA
[17]. Material flexibility does not come at the expense of resolution, with research groups claiming depositions in the region of 10 μm [17, 18].
The above-mentioned novelties provide promise for the
field of AJP and the wider direct write approach. This review
provides an overview of the process before discussing the
current-state-of-the-art from an applications perspective. The
future of AJP is, then, explored to provide an insight in to how
it can mature for more widespread industry adoption. This
review has avoided a comprehensive comparison with similar
direct write technologies, such as inkjet printing, as this is can
be found in existing literature [3, 19].

Ultrasonic atomisation produces an aerosol from small volumes (~ 2 ml) of low-viscosity (1–10 cp) inks. Its operation
principle is illustrated in Fig. 2; a transducer is submerged
within a transfer medium, typically water, where it oscillates
at high frequency (Fig. 2—1). A wave is propagated through
the transfer medium to a vial suspended above the transducer
(Fig. 2—2). Within the vial, a standing wave is formed on the
surface and the superposition of consecutive waves results in
the formation of large peaks (Fig. 2—3). Local shear at the top
of these peaks results in small droplets being ejected from the
bulk ink. Finally, a positive pressure is applied to the vial to
drive the aerosol from the vial towards the deposition head
(Fig. 2—4).
Aerosols produced using this technique are typically of low
dispersity, with droplet sizes ranging from 2 to 5 μm [19]. In
practice, a user is likely to tailor the atomisation parameters
and ink formulation to modify the droplet size and distribution
in an attempt to minimise small satellite deposits at the edges
of a deposition known as overspray (Section 3.1). The

2 Atomisation techniques
Production of an aerosol with characteristics suitable for jetting requires an understanding of both the atomisation techniques and the rheological properties of the ink. The interplay
between the surface tension, viscosity, volatility, and density
of the material with the method of aerosolization presents
unique challenges in process development. These issues are
compounded by a high degree of process variability between
inks of different types.

Fig. 2 Schematic of ultrasonic atomisation
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relatively low dispersity of the aerosol negates the need for
secondary refinement stages.

2.2 Pneumatic atomisation
The pneumatic approach is tolerant of a greater range of
viscosities—usually reported to be 1–1000 cp; however,
Optomec’s more recent datasheets suggest a conservative 1–
500 cp. Atomisation is achieved using a variant of the welldocumented Collison-style atomiser that has previously been
used for the aerosolization of bacterial suspensions. Designs,
descriptions and applications of this type of atomiser can be
found in the literature; with May’s 1972 report providing a
detailed design study [21].
Figure 3 shows a schematic of a typical Collison atomiser.
During atomisation, a carrier gas is accelerated across the top
of an ink supply channel (Fig. 3—1). This creates a region of
reduced static pressure that draws the ink to the carrier gas
flow. When the ink reaches the level of the carrier gas stream,
the topmost layer is sheared producing a series of polydisperse
droplets (Fig. 3—2). Large, high-inertia droplets within this
stream are impacted on the side wall of the atomising chamber
and return to the reservoir (Fig. 3—3), while lower inertia
droplets remain as an aerosol and are exhausted from the atomiser towards the virtual impactor (Fig. 3—4).
Following atomisation, the aerosol is transported to the
virtual impactor (Fig. 4—1), which uses a region of stagnant
flow to separate droplets within an aerosol stream based on
their inertia (Fig. 4—2). Small droplets, which have insufficient inertia to overcome this region, are ejected radially in to
the major flow (Fig. 4—3). As low inertia droplets contribute

Fig. 3 A schematic of pneumatic atomisation

Fig. 4 Schematic of a virtual impactor

to overspray in AJ, these are usually collected or vented to the
atmosphere. Large, high-inertia droplets are able to pass
through the stagnant flow region and continue towards the
deposition head (Fig. 4—4).

3 Focussing and deposition
Once a suitable aerosol has been produced, it is transferred to
the deposition head by a carrier gas flow (Fig. 5—1) where it
is focussed using a virtual and physical nozzle. The introduction of a secondary flow (Fig. 5—2) constrains and constricts
the aerosol within an annular sheath that forms an interlayer
between the aerosol and the physical components (Fig. 5—3).
The aerosol and its annular sheath are further focussed
through a physical nozzle before being deposited on to the
substrate (Fig. 5—4).
The application of a sheath gas results in characteristics that
are unique to AJP; the aerosol flow is collimated, which enables consistent deposition at a 1–5 mm stand-off; the interlayer between the aerosol stream and the material reduces the
instances of nozzle clogging; and, through the manipulation of
the aerosol flow rate relative to the sheath, it enables inprocess control of the deposition geometry without changes
in hardware. The combination of virtual and physical nozzles
allows deposits that are one tenth the size of the nozzle’s
orifice [9]. A challenge for focussing using a sheath comes
from its interaction with the substrate and previous deposits,
especially if they are in liquid or powdered forms.
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Fig. 5 Schematic of a deposition
head [1]

3.1 Factors affecting deposition
Deposit quality is reliant on a multitude of factors
(Fig. 6); the apparatus, process and design are readily
configurable, while the substrate and environmental factors are more difficult to control, especially in the context
of industrial production lines. Material and ink formulation present arguably the biggest challenge, and their development is discussed at more length in Section 4.
Research groups have begun investigating the effect of
process parameters [1, 22, 23], and the fundamental principles of AJP have, recently, been well presented [24].

Fig. 6 Parameters effecting
aerosol jet printing (adapted from
[22])

Goth et al. [22] conducted a study with a focus on the
adhesiveness, conductivity and wetting characteristics for
silver and palladium inks at varying processing parameters and substrate surface energies. They report that plasma treatment of the substrate’s surface prior to AJP increases material spreading and adhesion. Mahajan et al.
[1] built on this work and were the first to identify the
focussing ratio—the ratio of the sheath gas flow rate to
the carrier gas flow rate—as a key parameter for the printing of fine features using AJP. The importance of the
focussing ratio was reaffirmed during an analytical study
on AJP by Binder et al. [25]. More recently, Smith et al.
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[23] conducted an investigation of processing parameters
and expanded the study to include the substrate
temperature.
In all of these studies, minimising overspray is identified as
a challenge for AJP during initial process development. The
overspray deposits (Fig. 7) are the result of droplets with insufficient inertia to be impacted close to the centre line of the
aerosol flow before spreading with the carrier and sheath gas
[24]. Assuming the droplets all have the same density and
velocity, these inertial differences will result from variation in
the volume of the droplets, which can be controlled to a degree
though the ink composition, atomisation parameters and virtual impaction. For any reasonably developed process, overspray
is merely an artefact of deposition mechanism and its consequence is primarily as a metric for defining line quality.
Improving edge definition and overall line quality by
minimising overspray is currently achieved through empirical
optimisation. Analytical models aiming to increase understanding of the deposition mechanism are starting to be developed, which will lead to a greater appreciation of the interdependence of process parameters and accelerate the development of robust print recipes [24, 26].
Objective metrics that can distinguish between poorand high-quality lines will be important for AJP as it transitions away from a reliance on user intuition. For conductive traces, Smith et al. [23] developed a method for quantitatively defining line quality by comparing the full-width
at half-maximum height (FWHM) to a measurement of the
distance between the edges of the overspray. If this measurement, known as the effective width, was found to be
significantly greater than the FWHM, then the line was
deemed to be of poor quality as much of the deposit did
not contribute to its current carrying capacity. Salary et al.
[27] have started to develop an in-process monitoring tool
that extracts six metrics (line width, line density, edge
smoothness, overspray index, line discontinuity and
Fiedler number) from optical micrographs to determine
the quality of deposit. They hope to eventually implement
a system for closed-loop control of the AJP process.
Often overlooked, transportation losses can also have a
large impact on the quality of the final deposit. Secor [24]

Fig. 7 Overspray in AJP deposits [1] (Reprinted with permission from [1])
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published a model for the transportation losses and highlighted gravitational settling as the predominant factor with diffusion, machine geometry and ink formulation also playing important roles. Losses during transportation can account for
non-linearities in the deposition rate with increasing aerosol
flow, if it is assumed that the density of the aerosol is constant.
In practice, longer transportation tubing requires greater aerosol flow rates for equivalent losses, meaning machine configurations that generate an aerosol at a distance from the deposition head will experience greater losses than those that generate the aerosol locally. More recent iterations of the
Optomec and Nanojet systems have integrated the atomisation
assembly on to the deposition head, which is perhaps indicative of this effect.
Secor [24] argues that through considered design of these
flow pathways, the losses could be harnessed to narrow the
distribution of droplets within an aerosol flow. Although attractive in principle, the limited gains achievable through this
approach are unlikely to be worth the empirical efforts compared to other techniques, such as virtual impaction or optimisation of the ink and processing parameters.

4 Material development
The formulation of a suitable ink is key for depositions with
desirable morphologies and functional characteristics and, as a
result, is one of the most active areas of research for AJP.
Although accommodating of a wide variety of ink solutions,
suspensions and viscosities (Table 1), initial formulation and
optimisation are achieved through large, isolated bodies of
empirical work due to a lack of fundamental understanding
and process models. A description of the conditions required
to develop a jettable ink, comparable to the “Z number” used
for inkjet printing, would likely accelerate development times
and research outputs [28].
Part of this challenge is understanding and effectively controlling evaporation during atomisation, transportation and deposition. Low-boiling point solvents evaporate in flight and,
when used alone, can result in the deposition of discrete, dry
particles that produce features with high surface roughness
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Table 1 Material
recommendations

Ultrasonic atomisation

Pneumatic atomisation

Suitable phase

Solvents, solutions, dispersions

Maximum viscosity

5 cP

Solutions, dispersions,
liquid monomers, melts
1000 cP

Maximum solid loading (dispersions)
Maximum particle size (dispersions)

55 wt.%
50 nm

75 wt.%
500 nm

Predominant solvent type

Low boiling point

High boiling point

and porosity. A loss of mass through evaporation can lead to
droplets with insufficient inertia for impaction, which can prevent patterning and emit more particles in to the atmosphere
than on to the substrate [24]. Yang et al. [29] stipulated that the
production of flat features requires the deposition of a thin
liquid layer that can be dried in situ through the effects of
the sheath gas and a heated substrate. This behaviour is commonly achieved through a combination of high and low volatility solvents. The high volatility solvent is evaporated shortly after atomisation, which saturates the carrier gas and leads
to a stable droplet volume during transportation until the aerosol stream interacts with the sheath gas. At this point, the low
volatility solvent will begin to evaporate. Total drying of the
particles before deposition can usually be avoided by including ~ 10% of low volatility co-solvent within the ink [24].
These hurdles, combined with the adhesion, wetting and
drying challenges facing nearly all direct write process, are
being readily addressed for AJP in both research and commercial settings. Continued development is likely to lead to a
better understanding of the process that will decrease development timescales, drive down cost and ultimately lead to
more widespread industrial adoption.

5 Applications
An array of applications have been identified for AJP that
hope to deploy its material and spatial freedom to create new
types of products with increased functionality. Most work, to
date, has been centred on the production of printed electronic
devices using unconventional materials and substrates.
However, the technology is starting to be explored to expand
capabilities in diverse research topics. For the purposes of this
review, the different bodies of work have been grouped based
on their primary application area (Fig. 8).

5.1 Passive electronic components
Passive electronic components are those that do not increase
the net power of the circuit and whose output is not controlled
by another signal (e.g. resistors [30], capacitors [16, 31] and
inductors [32]). Their relative simplicity makes them an
achievable application for most implementations of AJP,

provided the material can be printed reliably. Printing passive
electronic components reduces their space claim and allows
greater integration of electronic circuitry with fewer processing steps, while the ability to print onto non-planar surfaces
surpasses other technology in this area.
5.1.1 Interconnects
AJP is widely demonstrated as a technique for printing conductive traces designed to connect two or more electronic
components. This approach is a promising free-form, threedimensional and mask-less substitute for template-driven
technologies, such as photolithography, chemical etching
and screen printing. AJP has an opportunity to enable a new
era of electronics on unconventional substrates. The simplicity
of electrical interconnects has made them the primary structure for the evaluation of conductive materials.
Early work on interconnects used a silver nanoparticle ink
as a seed layer for a secondary light-induced plating process
on glass and silicone substrates for the front side metallisation
of solar cells [33, 34]. The AJP nanoparticle ink was used to
produce a high-quality electrical and mechanical contact with
the silicon solar cell, while the light-induced plating process
provided a higher conductivity finger for more efficient transfer of charge. Fraunhofer ISE have continued to develop the
seed-plating process through investigation of scale-up [34]
and material development [35, 36]. Functional circuitry using
only AJP followed shortly after when Padovani at al. [37]
deposited silver nanoparticle inks on glass as 35 μm interconnects between LEDs in a transparent head-up display (Fig. 9).
The flexibility in stand-off heights enables the production
of vertical interconnects for multi-layer circuitry and stacked
componentry. Vertical interconnects, or vias, were developed
by Zhan et al. [38]. By shaping holes between circuit layers in
to trapezoidal and reverse-trapezoidal geometries, they were
able to create effective connections by jetting a silver ink in to
the recesses. Once sintered, the vias were functional provided
that the cooling rate was controlled to prevent cracking
through the thermal shock. Out-of-plane interconnection of
stacked components on a PCB substrate using 25-μm AJP
silver lines has been shown to be an effective way to produce
compact packaging (Fig. 10) [39]. The conductivity of the
silver tracks produced during this work was found to be 8%
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Fig. 8 Applications of AJP

of bulk silver. Syed-Khaja et al. [40] have shown die attachment through the sintering of AJP silver pads.
An investigation in to the compatibility of AJP-deposited
silver ink and conventional wire bonding has shown limited
bond strength for Au and Al wire bonding. In their work,
Stoukatch et al. [41] suggested that silver inks themselves
may prove to be an alternative for substrates with low thermal
capabilities. Ultrasonic wire bonding has been shown to be a
more effective technique for joining AJP silver deposits to
components on both glass and polythalamide substrates [42].

The attachment of micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS)
to circuits has also been achieved through AJP [43].
One of the primary advantages of AJP is its ability to produce fine features [44]. Kopola et al. [45] demonstrated improved device performance by decreasing the width of tracks
in the current collection grid of an inverted, ITO-free solar
cell. In this preliminary work, comparatively large mean line
widths of 58.1 μm were achieved. Mahajan et al. [1] conducted a more comprehensive study on the optimisation of highresolution (20 μm), high-aspect ratio (0.1) silver lines, in

Fig. 9 AJP deposited silver interconnects in a head-up display (© 2010 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [37])
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Fig. 10 Interconnection between stacked PCB components (Reprinted with permission from [39])

which the electrical properties of the deposit were correlated
to the processing parameters. Resistances roughly double that
of bulk silver were achieved; however any variation in processing parameters (low focussing ratio and high translational
velocities) leads to increased porosity and, therefore, increased
resistance [1]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the finest
reported conductive metallic lines produced using AJP were
produced by Cai et al. [18] who presented line widths of
10 μm using a silver ink (Fig. 11).
Although AJP has been shown useful in the production of
fine pitch interconnects, Mashayekhi et al. [46] argue that it is
limited when producing tracks with lengths less than 100 μm.
During a comparison of printing techniques for electronic applications, their work shows that the characteristic bulges at
the end of AJP tracks coalesce and form a droplet-like deposition, effectively limiting the print resolution [46].
Wetting characteristics of the substrate are well known to
affect the morphology of any deposit. Vunnam et al. [47]
investigated the effects of air plasma and self-assembled
monolayer treatments on the adhesion of AJP-deposited silver
ink on an indium tin oxide substrate. Ultimately, they found
the ink spreading to be strongly dependent on the substrate’s
surface free energy, ink properties and sheath flow [47].
Mahajan et al. [48] have shown how AJ printing on to low
energy substrates can facilitate a transfer process for producing low roughness (< 10 nm) silver ink tracks (Fig. 12). Chang
et al. [49] have used a similar print-transfer-peel technique to
produce circuitry on to flexible substrates. As well as producing low surface roughness interconnects, this approach
allowed the researchers to overcome capillary actionFig. 11 AJP silver ink tracks at
(a) 20 μm grid (Reprinted with
permission from [1] and (b)
10 μm tracks (© [2016] IEEE.
Reprinted, with permission, from
[18])

induced wicking in channels caused by stair-steps on the surface of additively manufactured components. This approach
also facilitated patterning on low-temperature substrates as the
ink could be sintered before transfer.
Thermal sintering is an important processing step in the
development of highly conductive traces. Both Shankar
et al. [50] and Werner et al. [51] have demonstrated, quantitatively, the impact of thermal sintering on the conductivity of
silver deposits. Their results show that higher sintering temperatures can lead to increased conductivity through more
complete evaporation of ligands and a greater degree of coalescence. At a similar time, however, Goth et al. [2] showed
that thermal sintering can present issues with interconnect
cracking due to differences in the coefficient of thermal expansion between the ink and the substrate. Seifert et al. [39]
showed that multi-layered (> 10) printed silver tracks tend to
peel during sintering as result of residual stresses. Rahman
et al. [52] conducted a study investigating the hightemperature stability of AJP silver nanoparticle ink postsintering, finding that the post-sintering impedance of the deposit increases up to 150 °C, decreases between 150 and
300 °C and, then, increases again as the temperature approaches 500 °C. Decreases in conductivity were largely attributed to grain growth at elevated temperatures.
For materials that are not compatible with the temperatures
associated with sintering (e.g. common thermoplastics),
Hoerber et al. [53] showed that non-sintered deposits with
larger interconnect dimensions can be used, while Werner
et al. [51] presented electrical sintering as an alternative for
thermally sensitive substrates. In later work, Schuetz et al. [54]
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Fig. 12 Transfer process for highly flat conductive tracks adapted from (Reprinted with permission from [48])

developed a new technique for sintering metallic deposits
using selective exposure to a xenon light source. Their approach allowed for the sintering of silver tracks on a polycarbonate substrate with limited substrate damage.
The use of nanoparticle inks presents serious limitations for
the application of AJP interconnects. The high surface area-tovolume ratio of metallic nanoparticles makes them highly susceptible to loss of conductivity through oxidation. Silver ink is
most commonly used as it is less prone to oxidation than
copper-based inks. A comprehensive review of ink development is beyond the scope of this report. Reviews of conductive inks are readily available [19, 55].
AJ printing of metallic inks is a promising technique for the
production of conformal, rigid circuitry. However, as determined by Reboun et al. [56], metallic-sintered conductive patterns have insufficient bending endurance (< 10,000 cycles)
for flexible applications (Fig. 13). Alternative conductive materials based on polymers, polymer matrices or forms of carbon are often presented as solutions.
Jabari and Toyserkani [57] investigated the deposition of
graphene-based interconnects and achieved resistivity as low
as 0.018 Ω cm. Low concentrations of graphene inks are required to reduce instances of nozzle clogging, which limits the
conductivity of the interconnects. A follow-up study
attempted to overcome this through the combination of
graphene and silver nanoparticle inks [58], which provided
the flexibility of the graphene electrodes with a 100 factor
increase in conductivity.
Wang et al. [59] demonstrated a “Conductive-On-Demand”
approach to produce composite polyimide/carbon nanotube
conductive devices that use inherent process characteristics
to facilitate in-process mixing of multiple materials (Fig. 14).
Two materials were atomised separately then combined in a

static mixer before entering the deposition head. Through control of the relative flow rates, the conductivity of the composite
could be spatially varied by adjusting the weighting of carbon
nanotubes during the process (Fig. 14).
Beyond electrical circuitry, optical waveguides are a promising alternative for applications that need higher speed communication and data transfer than is achievable using conductive
traces. Current manufacturing techniques are limited to planar
designs connected by inefficient optical junctions [60]. Additive
techniques that enable freeform optical waveguides are an attractive pathway for compact and efficient optical circuitry. The
first demonstration of polymer optical waveguides (POW) using
AJP was achieved by depositing a UV curable photopolymer on
to a glass substrate [61]. Wetting of the photopolymer proved
challenging and required a ten-minute exposure to ethylene glycol to adapt the surface energy of the substrate. Attenuation of
the light source was found to be 2.8 dB/cm, which showed poor
performance compared with other POW techniques (< 0.5 dB/
cm). Subsequent work improved the quality of the POW by
using flexography to deposit conditioning lines that locally alter
the contact angle of the substrate [62]. By increasing the aspect
ratio of the AJP structures, POWs with a significantly improved
attenuation of 0.7 dB/cm were achieved. The repeatability of
both the flexographic and AJP process has been identified as
key challenges for printed POWs [63].
5.1.2 Capacitors
Ha et al. [64] sequentially deposited poly(3-hexylthiophene)
(P3HT) and an electrolyte ion-gel on to pre-patterned gold
electrodes to form the dielectric layer of a thin film capacitor.
The top electrode was applied by printing PEDOT:PSS on to
the surface of the ion gel. The time delay of the device was

Fig. 13 (a) Apparatus for the testing of bending endurance of AJ-printed tracks and (b) cracks in AJ-printed tracks after 10,000 cycles (Reprinted with
permission from [56])
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Fig. 14 “Conductive-on-demand” through the selective introduction of CNTs in to polyimide (Reprinted from [59])

found to linearly increase with the thickness of P3HT layer up
to 400 nm. A fully printed capacitor was produced by Gupta
et al. [15] by printing silver traces alongside SU-8 photoresist
as a dielectric medium. Increasing the area of overlap on the
printed devices showed a linear increase in capacitance, which
provides a simple pathway for tuning the capacitance to match
the requirements of the circuit.
Folgar et al. [16] investigated the production of ceramic
capacitors by depositing barium titanate particles before using
selective laser sintering to form a continuous film.
Development of an ink that was compatible with both processes proved challenging as ceramic binders inhibited the
sintering process. Functional devices, with a capacitance of
17.5 pF at 1 MHz, were produced by introducing silver electrodes either side of the ceramic along with a PMMA interlayer to minimise diffusion. The tested devices featured green
state (non-sintered) ceramic as challenges with high porosity
and delamination were difficult to overcome.
5.1.3 Inductors
AJP has been used to successfully print inductors by the deposition of a silver-based conductive ink, a magnetic nickel iron
core and a muscovite mica dielectric [32]. The rudimentary
nine-and-a-half turn inductor was produced in five processing
steps, with conductive coils being the first and last printed
layers to form a coil around the magnetic material. The coils
were insulated from the magnetic core through the deposition
of the dielectric on either side. The total thickness of the five
layer device was less than 70 μm with a length of 20 mm and
width of 8 mm. Besides ink development, the key step in this
process was the removal of oxygen from the iron oxide and
subsequent alloying with the nickel material post-deposition.
Complete sintering is typically achieved at 80% of the melting
point of the permalloy (1440 °C); however, the sample produced using AJP was able to be sintered at 500 °C and 350 °C
on glass and Kapton, respectively. The final device was found
to have a fairly stable inductance 1.5 μH at frequencies above
100 kHz. Devices with commercially relevant inductances
have been produced using silver ink in combination with

polymer, iron and ferrite cores [65]. Polymer core inductors
were printed in situ, while the iron and ferrite cores were placed
before an insulating polymer layer was deposited. A number of
inductor geometries showed the flexibility of the manufacturing process for printed inductors.
5.1.4 Antenna, waveguides and transmission lines
Single-layer, planar antenna has been presented in several
forms, with most research focussing on the deposition of a
silver-based ink to produce the conductive traces on a dielectric substrate. When investigating the production of radiofrequency identification (RFID) tags, Cai et al. [66] printed a
silver seed for electroless copper plating, which increased the
conductivity of the deposit and improved the quality factor of
the antenna. The electroless plating process was found to strip
the silver seed from the substrate unless an adhesive interlayer
was applied. Although the final adhesive strength was not
quantified, RFID tags with inductances in the range of 2.87–
2.97 uH were successfully produced.
Three-dimensional antennas were produced through the deposition and UV curing of a dielectric ink to form pillars and
hollow cylinders (Fig. 15). Conductive silver ink was, then,
printed on the vertical walls of these structures using a tilted
print head to produce functional, three-dimensional millimetrewave antenna. In the work, the authors argue that this approach
to antenna design and manufacture opens up the possibility of
an entirely new class of three-dimensional antenna [68, 69].
Deposition of dielectric materials alongside the conductive
material has been presented as a technique for multi-layer coplanar waveguides capable of operation up to 50 GHz with
losses of 0.5 dB/mm [70]. In this case, a polyimide ink was
deposited as the dielectric alongside the silver to produce multilayer devices. Further work investigated single layer, radiofrequency waveguides on a diamond substrate [71]. Similar
techniques have been used to produce other high-frequency
electronic components, such as transmission lines [72] and
power dividers [73]. Oakley et al. [74] did a direct
benchmarking of AJP terahertz filters with equivalent copper
filters produced using photolithographic techniques and found
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Fig. 15 (a) Vertical metal antenna
on a dielectric pillar and (b)
antenna microstructures (© IOP
Publishing. Reproduced with
permission from [69]. All rights
reserved)

comparable performance. As a result, AJP is again presented as
an attractive technique for low-cost fabrication and prototyping,
especially when combined with other additive techniques [75].

5.2 Active electronic components
Active electronic components either require power to work or
can introduce net power into a circuit. Active electronic components tend to be multi-material structures which are more
complex when compared to passive electronics. Many
implementations of active components use AJP as part of a
hybrid process chain to produce the final components. AJP is
attractive for the deposition of these devices by allowing their
implementation on non-standard substrates, such as paper,
fabric and low-temperature polymers.
5.2.1 Transistors and switches
The ubiquity of transistors in modern electronics has made
them one of the primary research areas in AJP. A key challenge has been the development of high-capacitance dielectric
inks for the gate insulators of thin film transistors (TFTs) while
maintaining compatibility with solution processing. Cho et al.
[76] were the first to demonstrate the potential of ion gels by
using AJP to manufacture a series of organic TFTs with
switching speeds up to 10 kHz (Fig. 16), which represented
a significant increase over solid polymer electrolytes that were
limited to sub-100 Hz operation.
Fig. 16 Schematic and optical
micrograph of electrolyte-gated
thin film transistor (Reprinted
with permission from [76])

A subsequent body of work designing and characterising
circuits—low-voltage (< 3 V) invertors and ring oscillators
Fig. 17 [77, 78]—based on these AJP electrolyte-gated TFTs
immerged showing high efficiency and performance. Later
optimisation and characterisation showed current ratios of up
to 106, off-state drain currents as low as 10−10 A and threshold
voltages of − 0.3 V [5]. Other approaches to develop solution
processable, high-capacitance dielectrics have focussed on the
development of poly(methylsilsesquioxane) as a gate dielectric in indium–gallium–zinc–oxide transistors [79] or
polyfluorinated electrolytes for applications that require
higher thermal stability [80].
TFTs manufactured using AJP were found to differ in performance when compared to equivalent devices manufactured
using conventional solution processes, such as spin coating.
Wu et al. [79] attributed these variances to differences in the
electrolyte structure (pin holes), ingress of impurities or residual solvents in the deposit.
The other main body of research in the development of
TFTs focusses on the deposition of single-walled carbon
nanotubes as a semi-conductor. Transistors with operating frequencies in the region of 5 GHz have been demonstrated
through the deposition of high-purity SWCNT inks [81].
The primary hurdle for using semi-conducting SWCNTs is
the production and purification of the CNTs and the associated
ink formulations [82]. Recently, refinement techniques that
can scale have begun to emerge, with Rother et al. [83] showing a stable polymer-sorted semi-conducting SWCNT ink for
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TFTs with high reproducibility. TFTs using semi-conducting
SWCNTs have been shown to go through 1000 bending cycles with minimal performance degradation, showing their
application to flexible electronics [84]. Other research has
focussed on the use of SWCNTs for temperature-stable
TFTs [80] and the effect of substrate wetting through oxygen
plasma surface treatments [85]. Selective deposition of ethanolamine doping agent on to semiconducting SWCNTs has
been shown to change the polarity of TFTs, with P-type transistors being selectively converted to N-type [86]. Through
this approach, the researchers could produce a complementary
metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS).
Ha et al. [64] demonstrated the potential of AJP-printed
transistors by printing an electrochromic pixel along with a
H-bridge drive circuit. The final device featured 23 transistors,
20 resistors, 12 capacitors and 9 dielectric crossovers, all
printed in situ using AJP. The interconnecting circuitry was
produced using photolithography and electron beam evaporation on to a PET substrate. The final circuit was found to
operate at 1 V with a high degree of stability over 600 test
cycles. Although the individual components in this work had
been previously demonstrated, this work is the first that demonstrates their application in a more complex circuit.
5.2.2 Organic light-emitting diodes
The growth of modern display technology has stirred interest
in techniques for the production of high-efficiency displays
that do not require conventional vacuum processing techniques. AJP at ambient conditions could lead to a cost reduction while enabling increased performance through design
flexibility—even a relatively simple implementation of
AJPs, which deposited a PEDOT:PSS grid on the anode of

an organic light-emitting diode (OLED), saw efficiency improvements over conventional devices by a factor of 2.3 [88].
Tait et al. [89] took this further by demonstrating the deposition poly(N-vinylcarbazole), PEDOT:PSS and Mo03 as part of
functional OLED structures (Fig. 18) while studying the effects
of flow rates, stand-off height (up to 15 mm), nozzle speed and
temperature on the deposition quality. The remaining components of the OLED—the top electron transport layer, cathode
and metal oxide layer—were patterned using more conventional
shadow mask vacuum evaporation. Their conservative devices
produced RGB pixels at a density of 144 ppi; however, through
optimisation, they suggest that densities as high as 500 ppi may
be feasible. Although unlikely to compete with the high-pixel
densities of other techniques, it is an attractive approach for
large-scale devices that are dimensionally and financially
constrained by masked vacuum manufacture.
5.2.3 Photovoltaics
As with display technologies, AJP is being used as a tool to
transition towards atmospheric processing of photovoltaics
(PV). Contactless techniques that allow processing of thinner
silicon wafers without damage are increasingly being investigated over more widely adopted screen printing techniques to
further reduce manufacturing cost and increase size scales.
Initial applications of AJP to PV applications focussed on
the metallisation of silicon cells, which was achieved through
direct printing of a conductive ink (silver [90], aluminium
[91]) or printing of a seed material followed by an
electroplating process in a similar way to the techniques
discussed in Section 5.1.1. As metallisation aims to minimise
the shadowing of the cell while maintaining high conductivity
to improve the efficiency, the relatively high-resolution of AJP

Fig. 17 AJP deposition of P3HT, Zno, PEDOT:PSS, and an Ion-gel for a 5-stage ring oscillator (Reproduced from [77])
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Fig. 18 Printed blue, green and red OLEDs (Reprinted from [89])

when compared to other large area patterning techniques presents an attractive approach.
The manufacture of PVs using direct write processes is
dependent on the development of suitable solution processable materials. Earth-abundant materials, particularly perovskite and kesterite materials, are gaining attention for their
ease of processing and relatively low cost. Williams et al.
[92] investigated the deposition of material precursors that
can be annealed to form copper–zinc–tin–sulfide features.
Deposits with low solvent content were preferred as it limited
cracking during drying. However, as is typical of dry deposits,
this led to porous films that required secondary annealing and
compaction processes to produce dense, crack-free nanocrystal films. More recently, Bag et al. [93] used AJP to deposit
perovskite films as part of a functional solar cell that achieved
power conversion efficiencies as high as 15.4%. Their work
extended the process to investigate the production of solar
cells on non-planar surfaces, demonstrating a hemispherical
device with efficiencies of ~ 5.4%.
A technique for patterning dielectric materials, which are
used for insulating and passivation layers in solar cells, used
AJP’s selective deposition to produce localised chemical
etching on a series of silicon substrates coated with silicon
dioxide, silicon nitride, silicon oxynitride and aluminium
oxide [94]. In this approach, a bulk layer of polyacrylic acid
was spin-coated on to the coated silicon substrate before
AJP was used to deposit an ammonium fluoride solution.
The combination of polyacrylic acid and ammonium fluoride formed localised areas of hydrofluoric acid that etched
the underlying dielectric with a minimum feature size approaching 20 μm. The remaining hydrofluoric acid and
polyacrylic acid can, then, be rinsed from the substrate using
DI water.

5.2.4 Fuel cells
Sukeshini et al. [95–97] published a series of papers investigating the deposition of a yttria-stabilised zirconia (YSZ) electrolyte, a strontium-doped lanthanum manganate (LSM) cathode and a YSZ/LSM composite interlayer for use in solid
oxide fuel cells (SOFCs). The interlayer material was facilitated by a dual atomisation configuration that combined two
aerosol streams prior to deposition. Despite substandard performance of the developed button cell, an investigation of
processing parameters highlighted how the geometry and microstructure can be manipulated to improve device performance. Subsequent optimisation efforts explored this and
found that the power densities of the button cell could be
varied from 200 to 460 mW/cm2 simply by controlling the
process parameters [96].
Further improvements in performance were found by grading the composition of a YSZ/NiO interlayer through ondemand mixing. This approach allowed the ratio of the composite to be varied on consecutive layers, thereby reducing the
ohmic resistance of the device and improving overall performance. Despite this, the button cell still presented substandard
performance and further optimisation, in terms of processing,
materials and ink formulation, is required before AJP becomes
a serious technique for the manufacture of SOFCs. An initial
study using a gadolinia-doped ceria (GDC)–lanthanum strontium cobalt ferrite (LSCF) cathode as an alternative to LSM
has already led to a 2-fold increase in performance [97].

5.3 Sensors
AJP is an effective technique for the manufacture of highresolution sensors that enable researchers to rapidly iterate
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designs through the modification of geometry and materials.
New types of sensors are being produced on a greater range of
substrates. Embedding sensors within components by direct
printing also presents an opportunity for a deeper understanding of how a component behaves in service.
5.3.1 Strain gauges
A number of strain gauges have been developed by Fraunhofer
IFAM [98, 99] and the Georgia Institute for Technology [100].
At their most simple, strain gauges are patterned conductive
traces that experience a change in resistance in response to
mechanical strain. Traditionally, these devices are
manufactured as part of a film before being adhered to the
surface for testing. AJP allows the manufacture of the part
directly on to the surface of the component, which removes
the need for secondary bonding processes while allowing deposition on to complex surfaces. To produce a strain gauge,
Maiwald et al. [98] first deposited a polymer isolation layer
before using a commercially available silver ink (Advanced
Nano Products) to produce the strain gauge geometry
(Fig. 19). Their results show a device with a reliable output
for a 500 N load over 1000 cycles at 0.5 Hz. Similar approaches
have been adopted by Zhao et al. [100] to embed silver ink
strain gauges in carbon–fibre composite devices without significant impact on the mechanical properties. Their work suggests
that AJP is a promising approach for embedded sensors; further
work is required to remove defects, optimise curing processes
and investigate the interface between the sensor and the carbon
fibre prepreg. Recently, Rahman et al. [101] demonstrated a
ceramic/metal strain sensor for high-temperature applications.
5.3.2 Capacitive sensors
Rahman et al. [102] developed interdigitated capacitive
touch sensors through the deposition of silver ink on to a
planar glass slide (Fig. 20). The interdigitated fingers of the
sensor were approximately 50 μm, 1.5–55 mm long,
0.5 μm thick and had a native capacitance of 1–5 pF. A
degree of repeatability was shown with an 8% variance in

sensor capacitance over three samples. Simulation and experimental observations showed the capacitance to be insensitive to variation in electrode height, meaning the high
surface roughness of their AJ deposits has little impact on
device performance. The capacitive sensor’s output was
shown to be largely dependent on the electrode width as
a fraction of electrode pitch. Current work has deposited on
to planar glass substrates, but more novelty is expected as
researchers use AJP for non-planar and flexible substrates.
Andrews et al. [103] printed a capacitive sensor from a
carbon nanotube ink that, when pressed to a material, exhibits a linear response between capacitance and material
thickness. Another interesting application that uses similarly interdigitated AJP structures for electrostatic adhesion
has been proposed for use in miniaturised robotics [104].
5.3.3 Dielectric elastomer devices
The Factory Automation and Production Systems (FAPS)
group is investigating the use of AJP to produce soft dielectric
elastomer devices (DEDs) that can be used for sensing, actuation and energy harvesting [105]. These layered structures
consist of a soft dielectric sandwiched between two compliant
electrodes. Current DED actuation technology is limited by
high driving voltages (> 1 kV). Reducing the layer thickness
of both the dielectric and electrode is a promising approach to
producing a low-voltage DEA. AJP’s layer-by-layer approach, combined with its ability to produce thin films, makes
it a promising approach to produce DEDs in a single processing step [106, 107]. Although the production of a functional
part has yet to be presented, the deposition of two-part silicone
(Elastosil P760) has been achieved using a dual atomisation
configuration [108]. It is feasible that the current state-of-theart could be used for DED-based sensing.
5.3.4 Photodetectors
Photodetectors are a good example of how AJP can be
integrated in to a range of fabrication strategies to produce
functional devices. The combination of inkjet printing,

Fig. 19 An AJP gauge and its response compared to a reference foil strain gauge (Reprinted from [98])
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Fig. 20 AJP interdigitated capacitive sensor (Reprinted from [102])

AJP and drop casting leads to the development of a lowcost paper-based photo detector for the visible spectrum
[109]. In this work, PEDOT:PSS and P3HT:PCBM layers
were deposited by AJP, the silver bottom electrode was
deposited using inkjet and a DNA biopolymer was dropcast. An interlayer of PEDOT:PSS was required to increase
the adhesion of the silver to P3HT:PCBM, while the DNA
biopolymer was required to facilitate a confluent
PEDOT:PSS top electrode. A number of different processing and material strategies have been deployed to produce
photodetectors [110], including a fully AJP sensor with
performance comparable to the state-of-the-art [111].
Ichiyama et al. have used AJP as a technique for the deposition of a fluorescent quantum dot film, with the intention
of enabling deep-UV capability in standard CMOS and
CCD detector arrays [112].
5.3.5 Chemical sensors
Functionalised single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT)
networks are used in a number of gas-sensing applications. Solution processing of these devices, rather than
high-temperature in situ growth, is required to enable
manufacture on low-cost polymer and paper substrates.
Reduced drying effects, such as the coffee ring effect, in
AJP present a simpler pathway to manufacture over inkjet
printing or spin coating and have been, recently, demonstrated in the production of a platinum-decorated SWCNT
hydrogen sensor [113]. Kuberský et al. [114] demonstrated a NO2 sensor with AJP-printed top CNT electrodes on
a series of drop-cast polymer electrolytes. An alternative
approach that monitors the current drawn by an AJP electrode array to reduce hydrogen peroxide has also been
developed [115]. By introducing glucose oxidase, an enzyme that catalyses the oxidation of glucose to hydrogen
peroxide, the sensor was able to detect the concentration
of glucose, which could prove useful for biosensing applications. The same group who produced paper-based
photo detectors (see Section 5.3.4), refined their technique
to produce a sensor capable of vapour-phase chemical
detection of water and other volatile organic compounds
[116].

5.4 Three-dimensional structures
AJP has primarily been used for surface patterning, and researchers are beginning to explore its potential for expanding
additive manufacturing with the hope that it can help bridge
the gap between size scales. Saleh et al. [9] demonstrated the
production of hierarchical structures with features that span 5
orders of magnitude (Fig. 21). Rapid solvent evaporation in a
90–110 °C environment was required to solidify the ink on
deposition, while secondary processing was used to remove
the binder and sinter the nanoparticle ink. Control of the binder content, nanoparticle size and sintering conditions allowed
the authors to manipulate the porosity of the trusses within the
lattices. This work was completed using a silver nanoparticle
ink; however, it has been stipulated that the approach can be
readily transferred to any ink that can form a nanoparticle
suspension. Subsequent work has presented these lattices as
candidates for electrodes in lithium ion batteries [117] and
characterised the mechanical strength of micropillars under
compressive load [118].
An alternative approach to produce 3D structures used AJP
to deposit thin layers (5–35 μm) of inks on to non-planar surfaces that were subsequently cured through exposure to a UV
laser. This hybrid approach combines the thin layer capabilities
of AJP with the fine feature capabilities of laser-based direct
write to produce high-resolution structures. Although these
studies were completed with PDMS [8] and pentaerythritol
triacrylate (PETA) [7] (Fig. 22), it is easy to see how this can
be expanded to accommodate any UV-curable material. The
combination of AJP and laser-based direct write may also present a pathway to multi-material stereolithography that is difficult using conventional VAT-based processes.

5.5 Applications in biology
Biological applications of AJP have focussed on techniques
for either patterning cellular structures or printing biological
molecules, such as proteins, enzymes and strands of DNA.
Early work attempted to spatially position mammalian (3T3
mouse fibroblast) cells by direct deposition of the cells and
surrounding growth media on the surface of a Petri dish [12].
A viability study showed the deposited cells to have 87%
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Fig. 21 3D AJP hierarchical
silver lattices spanning 5 length
scales (Reprinted from [9])

viability compared to 97% of the control group. Low viability
and an inability to control cell migration post-deposition present a significant challenge for this type of approach.
An alternative created regions of preferential adhesion for
cells on the surface of a substrate through either positive or
negative patterning. In this work, De Silva et al. [119] created
regions of preferential adhesion on PDMS-coated Petri dishes
by AJP of laminin and poly-ethylenimine. After patterning,
the cells were cultured on the surface of the substrate, and
higher cell densities were found in the patterned region.
Certain cell types were, even, found to elongate and align in
the direction of the printed features. The inverse effect—
negative patterning—was also shown by patterning glass substrates with PDMS and PTFE. In the negative case, the cells
were identified as migrating towards the less hydrophobic
glass surface over time, demonstrating their preference for
adhesion to intermediate to high-surface tension substrates.
The production of ceramic calcium phosphate substrates
for bone cell growth studies has been completed as part of
a comparison between AJP, laser ablation and microcontact
printing [120]. Geometric and cell proliferation analysis

Fig. 22 SEM images of (a) 2S
square grid pattern and (b) 3D
cone array structures (Reprinted
from [7])

showed AJP to be a useful tool for investigating cell
growth on ceramic microstructures with minimal toxicity;
however, it does highlight issues relating to system variability and slow processing times when compared to the
other techniques.
The deposition of bio-molecules with high spatial resolution is a key to the development of miniaturised test platforms
that can be used for fundamental studies, drug/toxicology
screening and biological sensing. Grunwald et al. [17] demonstrated the deposition of a series of fluorescent proteins,
strands of DNA and active enzymes with minimal impact on
their biological activity before going on to compare the technique with other printing processes. The low shear forces
present in the AJP process enable the deposition of complex
high-molecular weight molecules without denaturing their
structure, as shown by the deposition of DNA molecules
suspended in a phosphate-buffered saline solution. Although
successful in deposition, the authors argue that the slow processing time and lack of parallel deposition in most AJP configurations present a hurdle for the mass production of microarray structures and other test platforms.
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6 Future direction of aerosol-based direct
write
Printed electronics has been a key driver for the development
of the AJP process and is likely to continue as a commercial
motivation. Basic circuit elements have been demonstrated in
isolation, with examples of complete circuitry only beginning
to emerge more recently through hybrid processing.
Improving the capability of printed devices will be important
in the development of AJP technology, but its lower resolution
than lithographic processes means that the greatest short-term
impact of AJP will be in applications that harness the flexible
nature of the process along with unique characteristics to provide increased function and value. For example, the high conformity offered by AJP increases the design freedom for electronics packaging and conformal antenna [68], while largearea, ambient processing is appealing [19] for economical
manufacture of photovoltaics and display technologies.
Beyond the technology’s original scope, researchers are
using AJP to impact fast-growing topics as diverse as biotechnology and robotics. Novel design and manufacturing has led
to innovation in lab-on-a-chip devices [121], and the convergence of these techniques with advanced printing, such as
AJP, will provide further opportunities through sensing, selective catalysation, cell seeding and directed cell growth [119].
Additive techniques in soft robotics have been well demonstrated [122], with their ability to selectively and spatially vary
stiffness enabling new functionality in soft systems. AJP offers
to build on this through the deposition of sensing elements and
other electronics within their bodies, paving the way for improved proprioceptive and environmental sensing. Material
and process flexibility makes AJP an ideal candidate for implementation alongside other additive techniques for the repeatable, hybrid manufacture of soft robotics—a goal that has
recently been highlighted by the research community [123].
Many applications of AJP are facilitated through the formulation of materials with the required processing and functional
characteristics. Although AJP has expanded the range of printable viscosities and enabled the deposition of two-part and
composites, ink formulation requires a large body of empirical
work for consistent deposition. Defining the criteria for a suitable ink through process modelling and experimental observation will accelerate the adoption of the process in commercial
settings by decreasing development time scales and cost [24].
Given wider manufacturing research and industrial developments, such as the Internet of Things and Industry 4.0, AJP
is well positioned to become an underpinning technology for
enabling the creation of more connected and intelligent products. Its extreme versatility gives it the potential to disrupt a
host of manufacturing environments; from conventional electronics and sensing to biological and chemical manufacturing
applications. As investment increases and applications are
recognised, the reliability of the system will increase through
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improved understanding of material and processing conditions. Its increased adoption will likely be driven by the development of devices with increased performance that reflect
the unique capabilities of the process.
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